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About
ASEAN and EU have jointly designed SHARE to support ASEAN's ambition to build
an ASEAN Higher Education Area, to strengthen regional cooperation, enhance
the quality, competitiveness and internationalisation of ASEAN higher education
institutions and students, and thereby to contribute to a people-centred ASEAN
Community. On this journey, SHARE provides ASEAN with relevant experience and
expertise from the European Higher Education Area.
A consortium of British Council (lead), Campus France, the German Academic
Exchange Service (DAAD), Nuffic and the European Association for Quality
Assurance in Higher Education (ENQA) implements SHARE on behalf of ASEAN
and EU from 2015 to 2019. SHARE's work can be grouped in five areas:
•

Policy Dialogues (PDs): in support of harmonization of higher education in the
ASEAN region with policymakers as well as technical specialists.

•

Qualifications Frameworks (QFs): supporting the implementation of the ASEAN
Qualifications Reference Framework (AQRF) and the development of National
Qualification Frameworks.

•

Quality Assurance (QA): fostering the ASEAN QA Framework (AQAF) at regional/
national levels through a combination of European-ASEAN expert dialogue,
framework development, dissemination workshops and capacity development.

•

ASEAN-EU Credit Transfer System (AECTS): Building on existing credit transfer
systems (CTS), SHARE is setting up a common system for credit transfer and
developing a comprehensive set of mobility tools. Extensive capacity building
measures accompany the technical work.

•

ACTS & AECTS Student Mobility with Scholarships: SHARE has set up a
comprehensive student mobility scheme for the ASEAN region and is implementing
five student intakes by providing scholarships to some 500 ASEAN students for
credit mobility within ASEAN and in the EU.
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Objectives
Higher education harmonisation and a cross-ASEAN scholarship scheme can
drive integration within ASEAN and create a stronger ASEAN identity, providing
opportunities for ASEAN young people to study and work in other ASEAN countries,
speak other ASEAN languages, experience cultures and cuisines of these countries,
and develop friendships with other ASEAN nationals. These young people will then
start to think of themselves not only as nationals of their own countries, but also as
members of the ASEAN community, this embeds a clear ASEAN perspective within
the individual lives of these young people.
This workshop aims to be a platform for Universities and key stakeholders,
University IRO and Educational departmental officials, and relevant business,
to empower institutions to positively influence the development of an ASEAN
community in all ASEAN countries, through various intra - ASEAN mobility
programmes available in the region and support to students and alumni of mobility
programmes.
The workshop would also serve as a complement to the Study of Student Mobility
in ASEAN as a forum to gather resources or examples of best practises, SWOT
analysis, strategies for people-to-people connectivity, strategies for partnerships
between institutions, government, alumni, industry and business.
The objective is to allow institutions to see the value of student mobility and
internationalization for their home and host institutions, their communities, and
ASEAN.
The workshop theme will explore best practices in managing alumni relations
including strategies for identifying, tracking and engaging alumni in support of
an ASEAN community and building effective connections with ASEAN economic
opportunities and the labour market
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Target Group
The workshop will be attended by representatives, the Director of IRO from
International Relations Office or alumni officer of 32 ASEAN universities part of
SHARE Scholarship Programme university’s partners. Student representatives
(including alumni) from each ASEAN Member States participating in SHARE and
representative from company and or recruitment agency also be invited.
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Proposed Workshop Agenda
Monday 1 July 2019
Arrival of participants
Day 1 – Tuesday 2 July 2019
08.00 – 08.45

From Hotel to HCMC University of Technology and Education

08.45 – 09.00

Registration

09.00 – 09.45

Welcome Address
Prof. Dr. Do Van Dung
President, HCMC University of Technology and Education
Opening Address
Representative from ASEAN Secretariat
Representative from EUD Vietnam or EUD Indonesia
Introduction to the workshop
Mr. Peter van Tuijl,
SHARE Programme Director for Nuffic

09.45 – 10.15

Photo session, Networking and Coffee break

10.15 – 12.00

Workshop session 1 – Plenary
How Student Mobility Changes Lives
Panelist:
Speaker 1: Ms. Tech Chanthida, SHARE Alumni Batch 4
Speaker 2: Ms. Cho Zin Thet, SHARE Alumni Batch 2
Speaker 3: Mr. Chanawong Kittiwisetkun, SHARE Alumni Batch 3
Speaker 4: Ms. Nor Allyza Binti Ali, Share Alumni Batch 1
Chair: Dr Nguyen Vu Lan, Deputy Head of Office of Science, Technology
and International Affairs, HCMC of Technology and Education

12.00 – 13.30

Lunch

13.30 – 15.15

Workshop session 2 – Breakout Session
Two Parallel SHARE Alumni round table discussion
Group 1

Group 2

Chairperson: Ms. Nadira Erawan,
HR and Alumni Officer, The
ASEAN Foundation

Chairperson: Mr. Ilan Asqolani,
Senior Project Officer, The ASEAN
Foundation

Topic for discussion: The role
of alumni networks in the future of
Higher Education

Topic for discussion: Alumni
empowerment in the ASEAN Challenges & Opportunities

15.15 – 15.30

Break

15.30 – 17.00

Workshop session 3 – Plenary
International Graduates in ASEAN – An Industry Perspective
•
•

Tran Hoai Phuong, CEO, TB Technologies
An Nguyen, Head of Operations, Amanotes

Chair: Johan Choucavy, SHARE Programme Manager for Campus France
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17.00 – 17.45

Return to Hotel

18.00 – end

Networking Dinner at PARKROYAL Saigon

Day 2 – Wednesday 3 July 2019
09.00 – 10.45

Workshop session 4 – Plenary
The SHARE scholarship awardees perspective: Why I value my
international mobility experience in pursuit of my career?
Panelist:
Speaker 1: Mr. Marko Tatang, SHARE Alumni Batch 2
Speaker 2: Ms. Erica Esteban, SHARE Alumni Batch 2
Speaker 3: Mr. Ain Nadiah, SHARE Alumni Batch 1
Speaker 4: Ms. Sokkhea Gechny, Share Alumni Batch 1
Speaker 5: Ms. Vu Thi Binh Minh, SHARE Alumni Batch 2
Chair: Johan Choucavy, SHARE Programme Manager for Campus France

10.45 – 11.00

Coffee Break

11.00 – 12.30

Workshop session 5 -  Plenary
Implications of Industry 4.0 and 21st Century Skills in Higher
Education
•
•
•
•
•

Dr. Lilian Sison, Director of International Relations and Programs,
University of Santo Tomas
Dr. Ky Ravikun, Vice Rector for Academics and International Relations,
Phnom Penh International University
Mr. Ilan Asqolani, Senior Project Officer, ASEAN Foundation
Mr. Kohei Yamada, Programme Officer, SEAMEO RIHED
Mr. Wutthichula Khunpatwattana, Head of Faculty and Student Mobility
Office, Payap University

Chair: Haidar Ali, SHARE Senior Programme Manager for British Council
12.30 – 14.00

Lunch

14.00 – 15.15

Workshop session 6 – Plenary
Implications of Industry 4.0 and 21st Century Skills to the ASEAN
Labour Market
•
•

Dr. Abdul Latiff Bin Ahmad, Director of International Relations Centre
(UKM Global), Malaysia
Ms. Trang Cap, Director of Human Resources, Schneider Electric
Vietnam

Chair: Miguel Roberto V. Boromeo, Senior Officer, Education,
Youth and Sports Division, ASEAN Secretariat
15.15 – 15.30

Coffee Break

15.30 – 16.30

Workshop session 7 – Plenary
Conclusions and Forward Look
Speaker: Peter van Tuijl, SHARE Programme Director for Nuffic

16.30 – 17.15

Return to Hotel

Thursday, 4 July 2019
Departure of participants
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About Organisation

SHARE
ASEAN and EU have jointly designed SHARE to support ASEAN's ambition to build an
ASEAN Higher Education Area, to strengthen regional cooperation, enhance the quality,
competitiveness and internationalisation of ASEAN higher education institutions and students,
and thereby to contribute to a people-centred ASEAN Community. On this journey, SHARE
provides ASEAN with relevant experience and expertise from the European Higher Education
Area.
A consortium of British Council (lead), Campus France, the German Academic Exchange
Service (DAAD), Nuffic and the European Association for Quality Assurance in Higher
Education (ENQA) is implementing SHARE on behalf of ASEAN and EU from 2015 to 2019.
SHARE's work can be grouped into five areas:
•

Policy Dialogues (PDs): in support of harmonization of higher education in the ASEAN
region with policy-makers as well as technical specialists.

•

Qualifications Frameworks (QFs): supporting the implementation of the ASEAN
Qualifications Reference Framework (AQRF) and the development of National
Qualification Frameworks.

•

Quality Assurance (QA): fostering the ASEAN QA Framework (AQAF) at regional/
national levels through a combination of European-ASEAN expert dialogue, framework
development, dissemination workshops and capacity development.

•

ASEAN-EU Credit Transfer System (AECTS): Building on existing credit transfer systems
(CTS), SHARE is setting up a common system for credit transfer and developing a
comprehensive set of mobility tools. Extensive capacity building measures accompany
the technical work.

•

ACTS & AECTS Student Mobility with Scholarships: SHARE has set up a comprehensive
student mobility scheme for the ASEAN region and is implementing five student intakes
by providing scholarships to some 500 ASEAN students for credit mobility within ASEAN
and in the EU.

SHARE Programme Management Office
c/o ASEAN Secretariat
70A Jl. Sisingamangaraja
Jakarta 12110 - Indonesia
Tel. +62 21 726 2991
E-mail: info@share-asean.eu
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ASEAN
ASEAN (Association of Southeast Asian Nations) supports the vision of a regional Higher
Education Space as a core element of people-to-people connectivity and the ASEAN Sociocultural Community. Anchored on the ASEAN Socio-Cultural Community Blueprint 2025, The
ASEAN Work Plan on Education 2016-2020 includes as key priorities the strengthening of
higher education sector through the implementation of robust quality assurance mechanisms,
and fostering the role of higher education in the area of socio-economic development through
university-industry partnerships. The Work Plan for Education expands education cooperation
in ASEAN towards development of a more coordinated, cohesive and coherent ASEAN
position and its contribution to global education goals, including in higher education.
In 2015, the ASEAN leaders acknowledged higher education as a catalyst in achieving
economic and socio-cultural goals of ASEAN, and welcomed the adoption of the Kuala Lumpur
Declaration on Higher Education at the 27th ASEAN Summit. Cooperation on higher education
in ASEAN has gained momentum with the full implementation of the European Union Support
to Higher Education in ASEAN Region (SHARE) in the same year. SHARE is a flagship project
of the ASEAN Education Sector that aims to promote harmonisation of higher education, and
introduce an ASEAN scholarship inspired by the EU’s Erasmus Mundus to create space for
higher education in ASEAN.
The ASEAN Education Sector is governed by and under the purview of the ASEAN Ministers
of Education Meeting (ASED), which convenes bi-annually, and the ASEAN Senior Officials
Meeting on Education (SOM-ED) which meets annually. Chairmanship of both meetings
rotates alphabetically between ASEAN Member States, and is held by Singapore in 2018. The
ASEAN Secretariat supports coordination of sectoral activities through the Education, Youth
and Sports Division (EYSD) and liaises with the SEAMEO Secretariat as well as with ASEAN
Dialogue Partners and international organisations. Two ASEAN bodies focus specifically on
education, the ASEAN University Network (AUN), headquartered in Bangkok, Thailand, and
the ASEAN Quality Assurance Network (AQAN), headquartered in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
For more information on ASEAN and higher education please visit:
http://asean.org/asean-socio-cultural/asean-education-ministersmeeting- ased/ or contact:
eysd@asean.org

The ASEAN Secretariat
70A, Jl. Sisingamangaraja
Jakarta 12110 - Indonesia
Tel. +62 21 726 2991, 724 3372
Fax +62 21 739 8234, 724 3504
E-mail: public@asean.org
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European Union
The European Union (EU) is a unique grouping of 28 independent countries with around 510.1
million citizens living within its boundaries. The 28 EU Member States consist of: Austria,
Belgium, Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France,
Germany, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Netherlands,
Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden and the United Kingdom.
The European Union (EU) and the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) have
a dynamic partnership in a number of areas, from political dialogue, cooperation in nontraditional security areas, trade and investment relations, connectivity, to cooperation in
community building among ASEAN member states. The EU SHARE programme was
formulated responding to ASEAN’s request as stipulated in ASEAN Five Year Work Plan on
Education in the field of higher education.
Through the SHARE programme, EU will share its experience with the Bologna Process, which
was launched in 1999 by the Ministers of Education and university leaders of 29 countries. The
Bologna Process is an important process of harmonising various higher education systems in
Europe aiming at creating a European Higher Education Area (EHEA). Most of the Bologna
action lines, such as quality assurance, student and staff mobility, the European dimension
in higher education, the European Credit Transfer and Accumulation System (ECTS) and
the Diploma Supplement, have their origins in the EU-funded activities of the Erasmus+
programme.

Mission of the European Union to ASEAN
Menara Astra, 38th floor
Jalan Jendral Sudirman 5-6
Jakarta 10220 Indonesia
Email: mission-asean@eeas.europa.eu
Website: http://eeas.europa.eu/asean
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Ho Chi Minh City University of Technology and Education
hcmute.edu.vn
Ho Chi Minh City University of Technology and Education (HCMUTE) is located in Thu
Duc District, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam. Founded since 1962, HCMUTE has been the first
university providing Technical Education Programmes in Vietnam. Today, HCMUTE is one of
the leading universities in training and supplying high quality human resources of Vietnam.
HCMUTE offers high quality both training programs in a variety of engineering, technology and
economic fields to more than 22,000 full-time undergraduate and graduate students. More than
10 training programmes are holding the AUN-QA Assessment qualification and it is expected
that all other programs will achieve the either AUN-QA or ABET standards by 2021. Among
approximately 600 academic staff, more than 140 are full-time faculty members with doctorate
degrees and 35 are holding Associate Professor/Professor title. At HCMUTE, we believe in
the core values of lifelong learning, through which students are motivated to self-construct
knowledge and skills by discovering and learning by doing, to improve their creative potential,
to fulfill their own aspirations and to serve the community.
HCMUTE aims at becoming one of the top centers of training, research, creativity, innovation
and entrepreneurship in Vietnam, on a par with regional and worldwide prestigious universities.
HCMUTE is to be a leading institution in training, scientific research and technology transfer
in Vietnam, continuously innovate human resources and scientific products with high quality in
the fields of technical and vocational education, science and technology to meet the demands
of the economic-social development of the country and the region.
The core values of a progressive and modern education which have always been and will
be appreciated, preserved, and creatively implemented by HCMUTE are: (i) Upholding and
implementation of Vietnamese people’s human traditional values; (ii) Cultivation of talent and
creativity, with a focus on training professional skills and responsibility; (iii) Respect for learners
and community’s benefits. Building an ever-learning society; (iv) High regard for quality,
effectiveness, and innovation in activities; (v) Integration, cooperation, and sharing.
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British Council
www.britishcouncil.org
The British Council is the UK’s international organisation for cultural relations and educational
opportunities. It was founded in 1934 and today flourishes with representations in over 100
countries in six continents. The British Council is the main contractor of SHARE with the
European Commission, and through its Indonesian office, coordinates SHARE’s overall
activities and leads on policy dialogues.

Campus France
www.campusfrance.org
Campus France is the French national agency for the promotion of higher education,
internationalstudent services, and international mobility. As a Public Industrial and Commercial
Institution created in 2010, it operates under the authority and oversight of the Ministries
of Foreign Affairs, International Development, Education, Higher Education and Research.
Campus France has a network of over 230 overseas offices and annexes in 119 countries
including in 9 ASEAN Member States. Campus France is in charge of the Credit Transfer
System of the SHARE Programme.

German Academic Exchange Service (DAAD)
www.daad.de
The DAAD is a joint organisation of German institutions of higher education. DAAD aims to
promote academic co-operation world-wide, especially through the exchange of students,
scholars, academics, and scientists. In addition to its headquarters in Bonn, the DAAD runs
14 regional offices in selected cities all over the world. DAAD’s responsibility in the SHARE
Project is to implement and coordinate all activities related to Qualification Frameworks and
Quality Assurance.
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Nuffic
www.nuffic.nl
Nuffic is the expertise and service centre for internationalisation in Dutch education. From
its headquarters in The Hague and eleven offices worldwide, Nuffic pursues its mission of
internationalising education. Nuffic has a expertise, is a service provider, a knowledge centre,
and as a model for the internationalisation of education. Through its regional office based in
Indonesia, Nuffic coordinates the scholarship activities with SHARE: both intra-ASEAN and
ASEAN-EU.

The European Association for Quality Assurance in
Higher Education (ENQA)
The European Association for Quality Assurance in Higher Education (ENQA) has a mission
to contribute significantly to the enhancement of the quality of European higher education
and to act as a major driving force for the development of quality assurance (QA) across The
European Higher Education AREA (EHEA). ENQA is a membership association representing
circa 100 members and affiliate organisations. ENQA disseminates information, experiences
and good practice in QA and its activities are designed to facilitate the implementation of the
Standards and Guidelines for Quality Assurance in the EHEA.
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